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A revolution in
problem solving
Companies looking to extract value from their data
soon realize that human intellect alone isn’t enough
to make quick sense of large data sets. Worse,
businesses that capture this data and identify the
meaningful insights often fail to take corrective action.

Deloitte Enterprise Science helps businesses
use data to solve big problems and
then respond at a speed that increases
business value.

As a result, many businesses struggle to use the right

Deloitte Enterprise Science uses advanced scientific techniques

data, misconstrue its meaning, and fail to act on it.

and sophisticated algorithms to help businesses solve some
of their toughest challenges. By informing human judgment
with real-time answers using market-tested machine learning
and natural language processing techniques, Enterprise Science
provides a new approach to problem solving. Enterprise Science helps
organizations address their most vexing, persistent, and valuable
challenges by continuously learning from the ever-expanding streams
of available data, then integrating answers into decision-making
processes and real-time workflows.
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Signals, algorithms, and action

At the heart of Enterprise Science is the identification
of signals: patterns in massive data sets that can

The Enterprise Science advantage

be used to predict outcomes. They are found latent

Signals are just the beginning of this advantage. The right answer depends

in a variety of sources, including the organization’s

upon using the correct algorithm to turn a signal into a recommended

operational, financial, and transactional systems, as

action. Too often, this means going back to the same predefined toolbox

well as in external partner and supplier data sources
and unstructured sources such as social media and

again and again. But for Deloitte, this means leveraging the leading
approaches from its interdisciplinary advanced scientific community of more
than 100 leading academics and researchers. It also means delivering that

websites. Gaining the ability to detect and harvest

recommended action to the right decision-maker in the right workflow

signals that are hidden in data flows—and to act on

to capture value when opportunity arises.

that information—can produce new answers, actions,

•

Rapid: Use market-tested scientific approaches to get to insights quickly.

and competitive advantages.

•

Flexible and transparent: Deploy algorithms that are most relevant
to the challenges to be solved and to the data environment that
exists to solve them.

•

End-to-end: Work with Deloitte every step of the way to deploy
technology, science, and workflow integration.

•

Backed by Deloitte: Manage change and reduce risk and complexity
by taking advantage of Deloitte’s consulting services that span
technology, strategy and operations, and human capital.
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Signals, science, and systems integration
lie at the heart of Enterprise Science
Delivery of Enterprise Science Solutions leverages multiple competencies.
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Science Automation
Productized Algorithms—
identified to help solve
recurring, high-value
business questions

Supported by

Aligning
Calculating
Staging

Signal Layer

Deloitte’s Proprietary
Library of Individual and
Ensemble Algorithms

Science Layer

Solution Integration
Directed Functional Actions
and Decisions based on
Analytical Outcomes

Supported by
Custom User
Interface

APIs to Client
Systems

New
Visualization
Approaches

Stock
Visualization
Tools

Decision Layer
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Deloitte Enterprise Science
A repeatable methodology applied via flexible configurations designed to meet a range of enterprise needs

Program Approach

Configurations

Discovery before deployment

Flexible deployment options

Enterprise Science Discovery Session

Enterprise Science Managed Service: Deloitte-operated managed

• 2- to 4-week preparation with live data

service that takes advantage of Deloitte’s broad data transformation

• Daylong facilitated session at Deloitte Greenhouse

platform and science products in addition to dedicated scientists

Solution Pilot

so you can focus on your business.

• 6- to 16-week project

Client-Hosted/Managed: An enterprise-operated managed service that

• In-market test or actionable insight validated

allows your organization to control and administer its own solution.

Solution Deployment
• 12- to 26-week ramp-up
• Deployment of production-ready solution with signal layer,
science layer, and decision layer

Deloitte-Assisted: An ongoing collaborative approach that allows your
organization to host and administer its solution while Deloitte provides
dedicated data science capability to increase results.
Custom Solutions: Deloitte-tailored, science-driven solutions for your

The difference
• Quickly repeatable for multiple scenarios

specific requirements. We work with you to determine an effective
configuration for your business.

• Applicable to other use cases due to the scope of data processed
• Operationalized models that quickly capture opportunities
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Delivering
on science
Enterprise Science is as effective as the real-world
value it delivers. Using Deloitte’s innovative, endto-end capabilities, global organizations have
substantially improved customer retention and
acquisition, transformed service and logistics
practices, reduced operating costs, improved asset
utilization, and reduced risk.
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The Science of Forecasting
A leading services company wanted to enhance its planning and
investment decisions by improving its forecasts of new business
wins. Faced with immediate, competing financial demands
of making capital investments, hiring resources, satisfying existing
customers, and meeting investor commitments, the company
needed better visibility into the near future. Previous attempts
using more traditional forecasting methods ended in failure, either
because errors were consistently too large or because the method
was too cumbersome to sustain.
The company turned to Deloitte to deploy more innovative approaches
to create credible sales forecasts and to predict client wins.
Working with Enterprise Science, the company was able
to incorporate additional data into a new algorithm, data that
couldn’t be used by more traditional approaches. For example,
the business unit, the prospect, and even the salesperson involved
became inputs to prediction and development of the forecast.
Segments and profiles of prospects also informed the forecast.
Scientific algorithms were applied and indicated that it would
outperform previous approaches that ignored key aspects that
predicted wins and losses.
The Enterprise Science Forecast Engine now delivers stable, ongoing
predictions of near-term sales with an error rate of less than 10
percent, using a method that not only learns over time but also
responds to organizational changes. For example, if a particular
business unit or salesperson hits a hot streak of winning sales activity,
the algorithm captures the trend and uses it to inform the forecast.
Now, not only are forecasts reliable, but executives understand the
drivers of demand that result in winning outcomes.
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The Science of Asset Utilization
A leading energy resources company found itself with significant
oil reserves and peaking prices, creating the need to accelerate
extraction to take advantage of market premiums. Prior
approaches were based on experience, rules of thumb, and
gut instinct. But production speed hadn’t improved despite
significant capital investment. The company asked Deloitte
to deliver new drilling methods that would overcome limitations
and accelerate production.
By implementing the Deloitte Enterprise Science approach, the
company was able to optimize drilling activities in a given oil field,
taking into account geological characteristics, well production
interaction effects, and well age. By changing the order in which
pumping on individual wells was completed, the company realized
more rapid production.
The Enterprise Science Drilling Optimization Engine now delivers
recommended drilling sequences for the company’s other fields,
with the machine-generated recommendations becoming smarter
as the algorithm ensemble ingests more data and gains experience.
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For more information
Learn how Enterprise Science can transform data into predictive signals
that inform solutions to your complex business problems. Contact us.
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